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ABSTRACT 
 

Scorpion venom toxins represent a large library of pharmacologically 

selective peptides that have been invaluable tools to providing the structural, 

functional, and pathological nature potassium ion (K+) channel subfamilies 

maintain in cells and tissues.  Fluorescently engineered toxins are necessary for 

studying K+ channel isoforms in cells and tissues and have become a unique 

intersection between science and medicine as tools for advancing the 

pharmacology and treatment of channel implicated pathologies.   

Incorporating improved strategies of fluorescent bioconjugation to modify 

scorpion toxins is not only increasing the ease and efficiency of their syntheses 

but their applications as well by permitting living cell visualization of channel 

surface expression and function.  Using solid-phase peptide synthesis (SPPS) 

techniques and a bioorthogonal conjugation to create a synthetic fluorescent 

Hongotoxin (Centruroides limbatus; HgTX) analog, a novel probe was created for 

the potassium voltage-gated channel, shaker-related subfamily, member 3 

(Kv1.3).  The linear SPPS of the 39 amino acid peptide and the ligation of an 

aliphatic azide constituent were optimized to demonstrate an ideal synthetic 

strategy for bioengineering larger peptide probe designs to contain functional 

unnatural modifications.  Introducing the purified azido-HgTX analog to a 

fluorescent phosphine prosthetic has further demonstrated the chemoselectivity 

of these conjugation chemistries for use in the presence of biological molecules, 

holding the advantage over the classic methods, regarding their set of stringent 

reaction conditions during fluorescent probe construction.  
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DIEA N,N-diisopropylethylamine 

DMF dimethylformamide 
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DTT dithiothreitol 

DTX dendrotoxin  

EDT 1,2-ethanedithiol 

ESI-MS electrospray ionization mass spectrometry 

 “Fluor” fluorophore 

Fmoc 9-fluorenylmethyloxycarbonyl 

HBTU 2-(1H-benzotriazol-1-yl)-1,1,3,3,-

tetramethyluronium hexafluorophosphate 

HCTU 2-(6-Chloro-1-H-benzotriazole-1-yl)-1,1,3,3-

tetramethylaminium hexafluorophosphate 

HgTX Hongotoxin 

HgTX-A19K an analog of Hongotoxin; the amino acid 

alanine is substituted for lysine in the 19th 

position 

HgTX-A19K-LC[azide] the Hongotoxin analog labeled with 6-

azidohexanoic acid 

HgTX-A19K-LC-Dy650 the Hongotoxin analog azide linker labeled 

with DyLight 650-phosphine 

IbTX Iberiotoxin 

IbTX-D19K[#-azide] an analog of Iberiotoxin; the amino acid 

aspartate is substituted for lysine[#-azide] in 

the 19th position 

IbTX-D19K-Dy650 the azido-Iberiotoxin analog labeled with 

DyLight 650-phosphine 

K+ Potassium ion 

KCN potassium cyanide 
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related subfamily 

Kv1.3 potassium voltage-gated channel, shaker-

related subfamily, member 3 
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LC[azide] 6-azidohexanoic acid 

MALDI-TOF Matrix-assisted laser desorption/ionization 

time of flight 

MeCN acetonitrile 

mEq milliequivalents 

MTBE methyl tert-butyl ether 

N or N amino group 

N2 nitrogen gas 

Na+ sodium ion 

NMP N-methylpyrrolidone 
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NV ninhydrin value 
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PBS phosphate-buffered saline 

R variable chemical functional group 

RP-HPLC reversed-phase high-performance liquid 

chromatography 
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SKCa potassium small conductance calcium-

activated channel, subfamily N 

Sol. A solvent A (0.1% v/v trifluoroacetic acid 
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Sol. B solvent B (90% v/v acetonitrile in 0.8% v/v 

trifluoroacetic acid aqueous) 
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CHAPTER 1 

INTRODUCTION 

1.1 Biological Chemistry 
 Expounding the knowledge of how life works molecularly has become an 

interdisciplinary milieu; the collective answers are found from the laws and 

theories in chemistry, physics, genetics, cell and microbiology, physiology and 

medical science.  Each of these subjects brings perspective to the field, known 

as biochemistry, such as with: the formations of carbon based molecules, the 

associations water forms with macromolecules, monomeric units and ions, the 

thermodynamic principles that explain kinetic rates, entropy and molecular 

conformations, the products of replication and chemical information, the 

mechanisms and control of metabolism, pathogenic and normal operations of 

cells, tissues, organs and systems of human beings; in which, it amalgamated 

has had influence on shaping research and medicine. 

 Biochemistry also has had time to project its own identity as a unique 

discipline.  The emphasis is placed on molecular structures and functions and the 

asset of elucidating enzymes and control of regulatory processes and 

pathologies.  All the while, biochemistry communicates using the natural laws of 

chemistry and physics (Mathews, et al., 2013).  Biochemistry will always be 

growing because it is an interdependent field of experimental research and 

observation; in which, it is capable of influencing our standard of living, as we 

vitally rely on biological molecules from sustenance to protection, acquiring 

information and diagnostics, and for therapy and recovery.    
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1.2 Amino Acids, Peptides, and Proteins 
 The cell has carried the distinction and ability as the singular, most basic 

unit found that displays the characteristics of life.  The life forms can contain one 

cell or trillions, but all operate using the same schematics of deoxyribonucleic 

acid (DNA) that is decoded for producing structures important for the life and 

functions of the cell.  The most diverse of these macromolecular structures, 

occupying 15-20% of cellular wet mass (Janney, 1916; Watson, 1972) and more 

than 50% of cellular dry mass (Campbell & Reece, 2005), are 

proteins/polypeptides (i.e., peptides – smaller in size).  Each cell can contain 

several thousand different peptides/proteins (Cooper, 2000); all these are well 

suited with a polymeric structure enabling it to execute specific tasks. 

 

1.2.1 Amino Acids 
 Polypeptides are polymers made from monomeric units of amino acids.  

The template of an amino acid consists of a carboxylic acid, an amino group 

attached to the $-carbon, the carbon adjacent to the carboxyl carbon (Smith, 

2008).  A hydrogen and a variable side-chain (“R” group) are also bound to the $-

carbon  (Figure 1).  The naturally occurring amino acids have a stereogenic 

center present at the $-carbon, in which the L conformation is mainly found in 

nature.  The 20 naturally occurring amino acids possess different classes, 

designated by the functional properties of the side-chains, shown in Table 1.  The 

chemical properties of each amino acid are significant when they are linked 

together in a peptide chain because they can singularly affect the protein’s 

orientation as well as in specific arrangements synergistically create a structural 

environment for diverse functions (Campbell & Reece, 2005).  Acquiring these 

amino acids for use happens by the processes of uptaking from the environment 

and through biogenesis. 
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NH2

COOH
H

R
 

Figure 1. The General Features of an Amino Acid. The adjacent carbon to the carboxyl, amino, 
and variable R groups is the $-carbon. 

 

Table 1. The 20 Naturally Occurring Amino Acids. Amino acids contain the same general 
features. Here the variable R groups are described. 

Name Structure Abbreviation Name Structure Abbreviation 

Alanine CH3

NH2 H

O

OH

 

Ala  A Leucine 
NH2
H

O

OH

CH3

CH3  
Leu  L 

Arginine 
NH2 H

O

OH
NHNH2

NH

 
Arg  R Lysine 

NH2 H

O

OH

NH2

 
Lys  K 

Asparagine 
NH2 H

O

OH
NH2

O  
Asn  N Methionine 

NH2 H

O

OH

S
CH3

 
Met  M 

Aspartate 

 

Asp  D Phenylalanine 
NH2 H

O

OH

 
Phe  F 

Cysteine 
NH2 H

O

OHSH

 

Cys  C Proline 
O

OH
NH

H  
Pro  P 

Glutamate 
NH2 H

O

OH

O

OH

 
Glu  E Serine 

NH2 H

O

OHOH

 
Ser  S 

Glutamine 
NH2 H

O

OH

O

NH2

 
Gln  Q Threonine 

NH2 H

O

OHCH3

OH H

 

Thr  T 

Glycine 
NH2 H

O

OH

H

 

Gly  G Tryptophan 
NH2 H

O

OH

N
H  

Trp  W 

Histidine 
NH2 H

O

OH

N

N
H

 
His  H Tyrosine 

NH2 H

O

OH

OH  
Tyr  Y 

Isoleucine 
NH2 H

O

OH
CH3

CH3H

 

Ile  I Valine 
NH2 H

O

OHCH3

CH3

 

Val  V 

NH2 H

O

OH
OH

O
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1.2.2 Peptide Bonds 
 Two amino acids undergo a condensation reaction and form an amide 

bond through the carboxyl group of one amino acid and the amino group of the 

second amino acid (Figure 2).  This is how the beginning of protein diversity 

arises.  As an analogy, given one of each of the letters, A, D, M, and E, they can 

associate into words in a number of different ways.  The formation of MEAD, 

MADE, and DAME are all from the same [letter] substituents but each formed 

word has a very different meaning.  In this similar fashion, specific amino acids 

arranged formed the primary sequence of the polypeptide and hold all the 

information necessary to function specifically.  Thus, the primary sequence is a 

chain of amino acids bound together by reoccurring peptide bonds.  This brings a 

‘backbone’ to the structure, and as the human spine remains a rigid support for 

additional appendages, peptide bonding also has a rigid quality because of the 

resonating double bond’s character that restricts bond rotations along its axes 

(Nelson & Cox, 2008). 

 
Figure 2. Structure of a Peptide Bond. The amide bond joins amino acid structures together in 
sequences described from the amino terminal to the carboxylic terminal. Here is a dipeptide.   

 

1.2.3 Structural Features 
Again, the letters above each are different from one another, akin to the 

20 different side-chains of the naturally occurring amino acids (Table 1).  Each $-

carbon and its fixed R group is able to freely rotate about its axis which gives 

these polymeric chains some flexibility to assume different conformational 

orientations in three-dimensional space.  How these conformations arise and 

remain intact is due to the thermodynamic interactions of the chemistries present 

NH

H R2

O

OHNH2

H
R1

O
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on the side-chains, the peptide backbone, and the surrounding environment.  

Ultimately, these attributes are what create the integrity of peptides and proteins 

and allow their folding to occur by limiting the number of contortions possible to 

sufficiently achieve the best formed structure (Berg, et al., 2002). 

The folding conformations of peptides and polypeptides have generalized 

and repeating features (Mathews, et al., 2013); however, these arranged 

distinctively are able to produce the overall enormous diversity of spatial 

molecular arrangement found in cells and tissues.  The interaction of a 

polypeptide chain in aqueous (aq) or a hydrophobic environment (e.g., lipid 

membrane) is often able to produce the secondary structures of $-helices and %-

sheets (Figure 3).  These structures are stabilized by hydrogen bonding of the 

carbonyl and amino groups present in the peptide backbone and the actual local 

amino acid composition (Nelson & Cox, 2008).  These structure are found in 

secretions like silk and hormones, to external structural proteins like keratin, to 

intracellular structures like membrane receptors and gene transcription factors; 

the bottom line – these features are mainly present, but the way the coiled 

structures are compacted and associate is what makes each of these named, 

different in structure and function. 

 The folding of secondary structures is termed the tertiary structure or 

overall three-dimensional conformation of a peptide (Figure 3).  Created from 

these tertiary assortments are the fibrous and globular groups.  The fibrous group 

forms the important structural components of cells and tissues.  The globular 

proteins fold back their helical coils on themselves to create a complex molecular 

landscape of pockets, pores, channels, and protrusions (Silverthorn, 2010).  The 

amino acids, cysteines, present in the structures are able to form disulfide bonds 

that compactly lock the conformations in place.  These are paramount to the 

biological activity of enzymes or peptides that require certain structures to 

institute specific functions (M'Barek, et al., 2003; Takacs, et al., 2009).  The final 

quaternary structure of proteins (e.g., found in the ion channel) has control over 

the living state by producing and managing vital biological electricity.
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Figure 3. Levels of Protein Structure (Thompson, 2010). Primary structure describes the amino 
acid sequence, secondary structure indicates the formations of $-helices or %-sheets, and tertiary 
structure describes how the former folds, and quaternary structure describes the complex-
arrangements of multiple polypeptide subunits. 

 

1.3 Ion Channels 

1.3.1 General Features 
 The cell requires the transport of substances across its hydrophobic lipid 

membrane; of these substances are chemical charges (as ions) that cannot 

simply pass through membranes (Mathews, et al., 2013).  As ions build a 

concentration difference on one side of a membrane, the charges contribute to 

an electrical potential across the membrane.  With the help of the pore-forming 

protein subunits, passage of ions to the other side of the membrane becomes 

possible (Mathews, et al., 2013).  With the conduit unrestricted, the concentration 
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of chemical and electrical charge will distribute equivalently on both sides of the 

membrane and within the channel (Mathews, et al., 2013).  The electrical current 

passing through these transporters is recognized to constitute signaling 

processes that are sensed and regulated (Yellen, 2002).   

Homeostatic mechanisms are responsible for up keeping the 

electrochemical differentials on either side of the plasma membrane; in humans 

the blood and extracellular fluid contains high sodium ion (Na+) and low 

potassium ion (K+) concentrations, while the intracellular fluid contains high K+ 

but low Na+ and calcium ion (Ca2+) concentrations (Silverthorn, 2010).  The 

preparation of the electrochemical gradients primes the flow of the ions, directed 

by the abilities of ion channels to auto regulate their selective permeability which 

allows voltage differential to change locally (across and throughout the channel) 

yet minimally throughout the whole cell (Yellen, 2002).  The regulation of 

conduction is sophisticatedly controlled with a structurally movable voltage 

sensor that takes ‘readings’ of the transmembrane potential (Sigworth, 1994).  

These concepts arose after observing the pinnacle of electrical signaling; through 

positive and negative feedback of different ion channels, the electrical current 

could travel at rapid rates across excitable tissues like nerve and muscle 

(Hodgkin & Huxley, 1952). 

 

1.3.2 Potassium Ion Channels 
 Potassium ion channels belong to the largest family of identified ion 

channels (Garcia, et al., 1998).  The diversity of observed native K+ channel 

isoforms is staggering.  The first source of diversity comes from at least 75 

distinct [mammalian] genes producing subunits (Jenkinson, 2006), and secondly, 

variation in subunit composition can be assembled through heteromultimerization 

and alternative splicing (Yellen, 2002).  

The structure is a scaffold of four equivalent or similar protein subunits 

(Figure 4); each consists of a voltage sensor, a segment containing alternating 

positively charged and neutral amino acids (Aggarwal & MacKinnon, 1996), and 
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the pore-forming region that contains the selectivity filter (Yellen, 2002).  The 

channel is able to keep the passing ion stable by allowing plenty of water within 

the structure (Latorre & Miller, 1983), has formed helix dipoles to attract 

monovalent cations to the aperture of the selectivity filter (Doyle, et al., 1998; 

Roux & MacKinnon, 1999), has chelating groups within the selectivity filter that 

have a geometry that mimics water solvation and discriminates for the size of the 

K+ ion (Armstrong, 1975), and allows single K+ ions to proceed (Doyle, et al., 

1998; Morais-Cabral, et al., 2001) (Figure 5).  It is critical to function that the K+ 

channel be able to switch between conductive and nonconductive conformations; 

with a gating stimulus (e.g., membrane potential or ligand), the voltage sensing 

region moves according to the membrane potential and pulls the tangent region 

in position to permit or restrict K+ access through the channel (Mathews, et al., 

2013; Tristani-Firouzi, et al., 2002) (Figure 6).  It is clear that these inherent 

characteristics functioning in concert achieve with a mechanical precision the 

production and management of electrical signals that are essential to life. 

 

 
Figure 4. Color Coded $-Subunit Composition of the K+ Channel Pore Region (Doyle, et al., 
1998). The helical coils are transmembrane segments.   
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Figure 5. Selectivity Filter with K+ within Channel (MacKinnon, 2003). The helical dipole is 
present in red (left) and is negative at the entrance of the channel, below the filter. The K+ ions 
are shelled in water molecules in the cytosol, but the selectivity filter mimics that effect with 
oxygen atoms (red) to stabilize the ionic transport (right). 

 

 
Figure 6. General Architecture of a Voltage-Sensor Domain (Börjesson & Elinder, 2008). Above 
shows the transmembrane spanning domains, S1-S6. Below displays the membrane orientation 
of the positively charged voltage sensor in closed and open positions.  
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1.3.3 Exploring Clinical Applications of K+ Channels 
The electrophysiological, biochemical, and pharmacological approaches 

that the history of K+ channel research has seen are generally concerned with 

applying small molecules to elucidate information and provide important 

advances to therapeutics.  Radioisotopes (42K, 86Rb, 24Na, 36Cl, 45Ca) assisted 

the early explorations of flux and permeability (Harris & Hutter, 1956) and helped 

identify important families of K+ channels (Gárdos, 1958).  Later, the chemical 

agents, tetraethyl ammonium (TEA) and 4-aminopyridine (4-AP), were found to 

block conduction; the gating mechanism of K+ channels was assessed from 

TEA’s action on the channel’s conformations (Armstrong, 1969, 1966).  The 

possibility raised by pharmacologists was that it could also be used to treat 

neurological conditions, but that was soon ill favored by its small margin of safety 

(Jenkinson, 2006). 

The discoveries of the first K+ channel peptide toxins from animal venom, 

apamin (Apis mellifera) (Banks, et al., 1979), dendrotoxin (Dendroaspis spp.; 

DTX) (Dolly, et al., 1984), and charybdotoxin (Leiurus quinquestriatus; ChTX) 

(Miller, et al., 1985), along side cloning applied for protein sequencing (Tempel, 

et al., 1987) were critical in expanding the applications of the pharmacology and 

expression of the enormous variety of K+ channels in tissues (Shealy, et al., 

2003).  Through hydrostatic and non-covalent interactions, these toxins probe 

various K+ channel isoforms to recover valuable information (Figure 7).  Their 

peptidic structures have resolved complementary information pertaining to the 

external features and pore region of these cellular proteins.  The blocking peptide 

toxins are interactive at the cellular membrane to provide which types of K+ 

channels are expressed and functioning; this remains to be the greatest task for 

pharmacology, electrophysiology, and medicinal chemistry because of the 

multiplicity of K+ channel types and arrangements (Jenkinson, 2006).   

However, since the greatest variety of interactive molecules for K+ 

channels has been found within scorpion venom, the immersive use of its peptide 

toxins as tools for these fields is not likely to decrease.  Their extensive structural 
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characterization addressing potency and selectivity for K+ channel isoforms can 

be regarded as a platform for designing smaller chemical mimetics that function 

analogously, on which channel subfamilies, i.e., the potassium voltage-gated 

channel, shaker-related subfamily (Kv1), the potassium large conductance 

calcium-activated channel, subfamily M (BKCa), and the potassium small 

conductance calcium-activated channel, subfamily N (SKCa), have been 

examined with scorpion toxins (Jenkinson, 2006). 

 

 
Figure 7. Intermolecular Interactions of Bound Scorpion Toxin, ChTX, with Channel Vestibule 
(Banerjeee, et al., 2013; Fechtig, 2008). 

 

Unquestionably, steps to discovering the complete range of the scorpion’s 

armamentarium of K+ channel toxins are increments to developing experimental 

molecular therapeutics (Bergeron & Bingham, 2012).  Potassium channels have 

emerging medical implications as auspicious therapeutic targets for a host of 

illnesses like asthma (Bradding & Wulff, 2009), hypertension, cardiac ischemia, 

angina, sickle-cell disease, and the manifestation of convulsions (Jenkinson, 

2006).  Furthermore, K+ channels have a significant factor in tumor growth, thus 

remain a potential therapeutic target for impeding tumor proliferation (Conti, 

2004) as well as other proliferative diseases such as autoimmune and 

inflammation disorders (Wickenden, 2002).  The genes coding for K+ channels 
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are also subject to mutation that can affect assembling and regulation and 

expression abnormally (Ashcroft, 2000), presenting an opportunity for K+ probes 

to investigate these manifestations.  Efforts to discover scorpion K+ channel 

toxins continue; each is hoped to provide immediate therapeutic worth, 

elucidating which K+ channels can be safely targeted for remedies (Jenkinson, 

2006). 

 

1.4 The Scorpion’s Toxins 

1.4.1 Overview of Applications  
Scorpion toxins compile a large library of high affinity and selective 

peptides which can be designed into biological tools used to understand the 

functions voltage-gated or ligand-gated K+ channels provide (Garcia, et al., 1998) 

and pathological states that various ion channels may maintain in cells and 

tissues (Possani, et al., 1999).  Largely due to the bioengineering of their 

composition and configuration as traceable probes, they have: enabled purifying 

isoform composition (Garcia-Calvo, et al., 1994; Knaus, et al., 1994a), localized 

and visualized surface expression (Bingham, et al., 2006; Freudenthaler, et al., 

2002; Vázquez, et al., 1990), expanded the knowledge of the pharmacology of K+ 

channels (Knaus, et al., 1994b, 1995), served as molecular therapeutic models 

(Giangiacomo, et al., 1993; Pimentel, et al., 2008; Takacs, et al., 2009), and 

vastly improved brain surgery as intercellular imaging agents that distinguish 

cancer foci from normal tissue during surgical resection (Veiseh, et al., 2007).   

A large number of scorpion peptide toxins that physically obstruct the K+ 

channel pore have substantial primary sequence homology and the same 

disulfide framework pattern (Garcia, et al., 1998).  The conserved disulfide 

arrangement had inferred the possibility of similar general folding pattern, which 

has since been confirmed by nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR) spectroscopy 

with ChTX (Bontems, et al., 1991; Drakopoulou, et al., 1998) and Hongotoxin 

(Centruroides limbatus; HgTX) (Pragl, et al., 2002) (Figure 8), amongst others.  
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Paired with alanine scanning, these techniques are able to assign the crucial 

amino acids required for binding interactions (Park & Miller, 1992).  The power in 

these techniques assigning three-dimensional structure and structure activity 

relationships (SAR) has been able to direct their bioengineering to retain the 

necessary components for possessing biological activity. 

 

 
Figure 8. Ribbon Model of NMR Derived Structure of CTX and HgTX (Bontems, et al., 1992; 
Pragl, et al., 2002). These structures known to bind differentially have a similar global structure. 

 

Using scorpion peptide toxins as probes for K+ channels has primarily 

relied on the ability to chemically synthesize them.  Their small structure and 

established approach of solid-phase peptide synthesis (SPPS) (Merrifield, et al., 

1955) makes chemical synthesis of quantities for experimentation possible as 

well as the production of non-native analogs and toxins joined with fluorescent 

prosthetics that do not naturally occur (Bergeron & Bingham, 2012). 

Peptide bioengineering is gravitating to create traceable probes for use in 

native real-time conditions (Freudenthaler, et al., 2002).  There are a number of 

advances that traceable K+ channel toxins have over the use of K+ channel 

antibodies in immunohistochemistry.  A large degree of sequence conservation 

within K+ channel subfamilies hinders the production and use of selective 

antibodies to K+ channel subunit composition (Chandy & Gutman, 1993).  

Moreover, tissue cultures need to be fixed and permeabilized - at the cost of 

killing the cells.   
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1.4.2 Bioengineering Transitions of Scorpion Peptide Toxins 
  The first scorpion peptide toxin engineered for receptor investigations was 

accomplished by coupling radioactive isotopes to its structure.  The 

monoiodination of the primary sequence of ChTX did not affect its biological 

activity (Garcia-Calvo, et al., 1994; Knaus, et al., 1994a; Vázquez, et al., 1990).  

Other scorpion toxins would follow and become iodinated (125I), retrieving insights 

to the role and pharmacology that the BKCa and the Kv1 channel subunits have in 

native tissues (Koschak, et al., 1998, 1997). 

The last decade has promoted the safetly of working with fluorescent 

labeled probes over the hazards amongst radioactivity.  There are alleged 

limitations with the resolution attributed to radio-labeling probes used for 

localization and distribution studies (Pragl, et al., 2002).  Fluorescent toxin forms 

allow ‘real-time’ imaging of receptors and ion channels on living cells and tissue 

samples at much greater intensity (Figure 9); visualizing single probes binding to 

individual channels is possible with sensitive microscopy (Freudenthaler, et al., 

2002). 

 

 
Figure 9. Fluorescence Image of Cells Labeled with a Fluorescent HgTX Analog (Freudenthaler, 
et al., 2002). The fluorescent form of HgTX detects the K+ channel surface distrubution. 

 

The beginnings of fluorescent bioconjugation incorporated the amine 

reactive fluorescent prosthetics into the peptide sequences by N-terminal ligation 

(Darbon & Angelides, 1984; Jones, et al., 1989).  However, the lysine-rich amine 

functionalities of scorpion toxins are fundamental to the interactions between the 

toxin surface and the opening of the K+ channel (Freudenthaler, et al., 2002; Park 
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& Miller, 1992).  Thus, to avoid modifying the native #-amino lysine functionalities 

that would compromise high-affinity binding, site-directed orthogonal conjugation 

during SPPS alliviated this concern (Bingham, et al., 2006).  On the other hand, 

choosing a different methodogy for fluorescent bioconjugation, incorporating thiol 

targeted chemistry became an option comparable to amine mediated fluorescent 

conjugation (Pragl, et al., 2002); both still present a set of unique difficulties 

pertaining to reaction conditions.   

Consequently, creating fluorescent toxin probes using amine and thiol 

conjugation chemistries are not processes without multiple reactions that 

diminish yeild and require subsequent purifications.  These two popular options 

are limited as they are not abiotic, thus are not inherently participating specific 

chemical ligation for a particular free reactive amine (of lysine) or thiol (of 

cysteine) naturally abundant in these peptides.  Using these chemistries requires 

the rigors of modifying the peptide with the prosthetic during SPPS which is not 

efficient or optimal for the yeild or fluorescent stability of the probe.  To avoid the 

need to bring the prosthetics into harsh reactive conditions and the peptide 

through multiple reactions that create byproducts and diminish yields, an 

emerging superior strategy for in vitro and in vivo fluorescent bioconjugation 

utilizes chemoselective and abiotic functionalites of the two functional groups 

present in the Staudinger reaction, namely the azide. 

 

1.5 Functional Reactivity of the Azide for Bioengineering 
For over a century, the exploitation of azides as chemoselective 

precursors to selective covalent bond formations has grown multifaceted.  Azides 

have attractived use in linear SPPS as ‘temporary’ chemoselective amine 

precurors that have high energy reactivity to couplings of amino acid chlorides 

(Lundquist IV & Pelletier, 2001; Meldal, et al., 1997), and their chemoselectivity 

has been incorporated in the routes for cyclic peptide formation (Lundquist IV & 

Pelletier, 2002).  Azides have been able to be introduced into proteins through 

chemicallly modified amino acids via SPPS (cf. AnaSpec, Inc., 2002-2013) or 
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recombination (Kiick, et al., 2002), through orthogonal chemical ligations during 

SPPS, or into sugars via latchkey mechanisms of cellular gycosylations (Saxon & 

Bertozzi, 2000a).  Their reactivites lie with a couple chemical groups, i.e., the 

alkyne with copper catalysis and the phosphine/phosphane (Tiefenbrunn & 

Dawson, 2010); both in the presence of azides will undergo covalent bond 

formation.  The efficiency of this chemical reaction to take place acutely even in 

the presence of the existent high number of biological functional groups has 

granted it the moniker, ‘click’ chemistry.  The unfortunate downside to the 

speciality of the azide-alkyne cycloaddition is that Cu+ is toxic in vivo 

(Tiefenbrunn & Dawson, 2010).  This leaves the Staudinger-based reactions the 

system in use for cell membrane protein detections, immobilization of surface 

proteins, among other applications. 

The Staudinger reaction originally demonstrated that the azide would react 

with a triaryl phosphane to form an iminophosphorane in high yield (Staudinger & 

Meyer, 1919).  Although the reactions proceeds with near-perfect efficiency, the 

general structure of the phospha–aza-ylide will hydrolyze in the presence of 

water into the corresponding primary amine and phosphane oxide (Köhn & 

Breinbauer, 2004).  But, Saxon and Bertozzi (Saxon & Bertozzi, 2000a) 

demostrated that an appropriately structured methyl ester on the phosphane 

molecule would secure the aza-ylide by producing a second intramolecular 

covalent bond before the competing phospha-aza-ylide hydrolysis would occur 

(Figure 10).  This reaction mechanism is now known as the Staudinger ligation 

and contains the benchmarks needed to proceed in a cellular environment.  The 

mild conditions, sponteneity, and sensitivity of the reaction are biocompatible for 

applications within physiological conditions of living animals at relevant 

concentrations, thus the chemoselective reaction is able to be preformed within 

the enormous complexity of the biological molecules present in a living host 

without complications (Dube, et al., 2006; Prescher, et al., 2004).  
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Figure 10. The Staudinger Ligation (Saxon & Bertozzi, 2000a). The phosphane is presented to 
the azide-containing molecule in water and the reaction proceeds spontaneously to ultimately 
form a stable amide bond conjugation. 

 

Different versions of the Staudinger ligation have emerged for different 

utilities.  These versions are established to rid the residual phosphane oxide 

(Figure 10) for applications other than cellular surface protein labeling (Saxon, et 

al., 2000b; Soellner, et al., 2006).  Another is a FRET fluorogenic phosphane 

prosthetic (Lemieux, et al., 2003) that is suppressed by a quencher to suppress 

background fluorescence noise caused by non specific aggregation, but once the 

reaction with the azide occurs, the amide forms cleaving the ester and removes 

the quencher (Tiefenbrunn & Dawson, 2010).  Ultimately, azides expressed or 

conjugated within proteins enable fluorescent-phosphane prosthetics to 

specifically conjugate with them for the classical purpose of detecting structures, 

scaffolds, or interactions worth investigating in vivo (Kiick, et al., 2002; Saxon & 

Bertozzi, 2000a). 

 

1.6 Project Objectives and Rationale 
This project is interested in creating a fluorescently engineered toxin that 

is a value to medicinal science, serving as a competitive displacement assay for 

discovering ligands and a model or carrier for therapeutics (cf. Fred Hutchinson 

Cancer Research Center, 2014).  Hongotoxin will undergo a novel synthetic 
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design to become a potassium voltage-gated channel, shaker-related subfamily, 

member 3 (Kv1.3) probe.  The Kv1.3 channel is a promising therapeutic target in 

tissues associated with asthma and T-cell mediated autoimmune diseases, 

amongst others (Bradding & Wulff, 2009).  Engineering selective Kv1.3 probes 

can offer structural details and physiological relationships required to develop 

novel understanding and treatments for these implicated pathologies. 

A channel that has been investigated for similar discoveries is the BK 

channel, by using Iberiotoxin (Buthus tamulus; IbTX) probes (Bingham et al, 

2006). IbTX probes have become a selective diagnostic assay detecting the 

upregulation of BK channels present in glioma; they are serving as a template 

and therapeutic to understand how necrotic tumors proliferate and the means to 

safely inhibit their growth factors (Basrai et al., 2002; Weaver et al., 2004)  

When Bruce Merrifield published in 1963 (Merrifield, 1963), he 

revolutionized the systemic approach to peptide synthesis; in which, the ability to 

easily produce synthetic peptides would indoctrinate them into research and 

clinical applications as reagents (Grant, 2002).  Merrifield conceptualized the 

synthesis of peptides using orthogonal protection schemes while the peptide 

chain was anchored covalently (by a linker) to an insoluble polymer (Grant, 

2002).  The idea is to be able to extend the anchored peptide chain through 

reaction phases of amino acids in solution, and after each phase, the insoluble 

resin-peptide ‘beads’ can be purified from excess soluble reagents by filtration 

flow washing from the reaction vessel (Grant, 2002).  The synthetic procedures 

undertaken will optimize the manual SPPS technique of this larger peptide 

sequence and likewise, a guide for SPPS for others derived from scorpion and 

spider venoms for which yields can be notoriously low. 

Converting a native or mutant peptide seqence to this prospective 

instrument requires the addition of the azide chemical group into the structure.  

The azide is the smaller functionality to incorporate into the peptide’s structure 

than the corresponding flourescent phosphane prosthetic (cf. Thermo Fisher 

Scientific Inc., 2014a), thus it will interfere less with the necessary folding 
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operations required of the peptide to assume its biologically active three-

dimensional conformation.  Incorporating the azido group with a six-carbon linker 

will physically extend this site for the fluorescent Staudinger-bioconjugation 

beyond the channel-interaction surface of the toxin (Figure 11).  The 

experimental production of the linker, 6-azidohexanoic acid (LC[azide]), will be 

10x more cost-effective according to the cost analysis of its reagents over 

purchasing the commercially available product. 

 

O

OH
N3  

Figure 11. The Structure of LC[azide]. Formula, C6H11N3O2; CAS-No., 79598-53-1; molar mass, 
157.17 g/mol; form, oil; color, clear. 

 

Creating the functional K+ channel probe requires that a single amino acid 

mutation (i.e., substitution) be conducted strategically in the structure, and it 

contain the structural ability to be activated orthogonally to enable the 

conjugation with LC[azide].  This reaction takes place in the designated position 

(on the peptide) for fluorescent bioconjugation.  The 19th amino acid position of 

HgTX has been extensively studied for its activity relationship to binding K+ 

channels and subsequently been the optimal place for previous amino acid 

substitution and fluorophore conjugation (Pragl, et al., 2002).  However, an 

analog of HgTX that the amino alanine is substituted for lysine in the 19th position 

(HgTX-A19K), has not been attempted, and it will satisfy the probe’s design 

requirements.  As previously demostrated by Bingham, et al. (Bingham, et al., 

2006), linkers attached to the orthogonal protected lysine side-chain have been a 

successful for the purpose of enabling peripheral bioconjugation and antibody 

conjugation.  Not only are we creating a novel probe, but we cooroborate with 

past efforts of engineering scorpion toxins to display that orthogonal amine 

modification of lysine can maintain the high affinity that scorpion toxins possess 

with K+ channels (Bingham, et al., 2006).  
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Figure 12. The Bioengineering of the Fluorescent HgTX-A19K. The toxin’s Lys19 is coupled to 
LC[azide] analogously to a standard amino acid coupling. Subsequently, the coupled LC[azide] is 
presented to the phosphanyl fluorophore, and through the mechanism of the Staudinger ligation, 
the bioconjugated fluroescent toxin is formed. 

 

Additionally, by coupling LC[azide] to the targeted site of HgTX-A19K at 

different stages in its linear synthesis, an exploration towards optimizing yield 

and purity will be attempted and motivated by future attempts of SPPS for 

considerably large peptides.  The purified azido-peptide and the phosphanyl 

fluorescent prosthetic will conjugate through the mechanism of the Staudinger 

ligation and create the fluorescent form of the toxin (Figure 12).  This completed 

peptide probe has the potential to be used as a molecular tool for revealing what 

is unknown about protein trafficking and localization.  
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HYPOTHESES 
 

General Hypotheses 
!  The LC[azide] will be experimentally produced and purified. 

!  Three LC[azide] coupling strategies will generate different yields of peptide 

fluorophore precusor. 

!  The approach of peptide labeling has a differential affect on overall target yield. 

!  The bioconjugation of the phosphine fluorophore to the peptide-LC[azide] will 

proceed. 

 

Specific Hypotheses 
!  The LC[azide] will be ligated to the deprotected #-amino group of Lys19 on 

HgTX-A19K while on resin. 

!  A greater yield will occur when coupling the  LC[azide] during SPPS to the 

partially completed sequence of HgTX-A19K as that targeted site (i.e., 19th 

amino acid position) is more sterically accessible, as the N-terminal amino acid 

of the peptide-resin complex. 

 !  The Staudinger Ligation of the phosphine fluorophore and the azido-peptide 

analog will proceed in a 1:1 molar ratio.  
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CHAPTER 2 

EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURES 

2.1 Synthesis of LC[Azide] 
 In a 250 mL Erlenmeyer flask containing a magnetic stirring bar, 125 mmol 

of sodium azide was placed in a minimum volume of dimethylformamide (DMF), 

enough to submerge the reagent.  The flask was then placed on a stir plate, and 

the stir rate was set to gently vortex the reagent.  Using a beaker with a spout, 25 

mmol of 6-bromohexanoic acid was added and dissolved in the minimal amount 

of DMF required (approximately 10 mL).  This reagent was slowly poured, drop 

wise into the 250 mL Erlenmeyer flask containing the sodium azide in five fold 

excess.  The reaction flask was lightly covered with Parafilm®, and the mixture 

was allowed to mix for 18 hr at room temperature (cf. Parrish & Emrick, 2007). 

 

2.2 Extraction of LC[azide] 
 To properly extract and wash the LC[azide] from the reaction vessel, the 

priority was to keep the organic acid product dissolved in an organic solvent 

immiscible with water.  Since DMF is miscible with water, the ability to selectively 

retain the LC[azide] while removing the salt byproducts was unfeasible using 

simple liquid phase separation.  Therefore an immiscible organic, 

dichloromethane (DCM) is chosen to stabilize the dissolution of the LC[azide] 

rather than in DMF while deionized (DI) water washes dissolve and eliminate the 

DMF and salt content.   

 To the reaction vessel, DCM at twice the volume present in the reaction 

vessel was added to the reaction mixture and mixed.  This slurry was transferred 

to a 500 mL separation funnel.  The salt slurry left in the reaction vessel was 

constituted with DI water in order that it also made the transfer into the funnel.  A 

volume of DI water, thrice the total volume of organic solvent now present in the 

separation funnel was then added to the separation funnel.  The funnel was 
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carefully hand shaken; while mixing with DCM, the funnel was vented periodically 

to relieve the building pressure that occurred. 

The separatory funnel was secured within a ring stand to let stand still in 

order to allow the complete liquid separations of water and DCM to result.  The 

bottom layer was collected in an Erlenmeyer flask containing the DCM (density 

1.325 g/mL at 25ºC) (cf. Sigma-Aldrich Co. LLC, 2013) and product; the aqueous 

layer was discarded as waste. 

The collected DCM layer was placed back into the empty separation 

funnel.  The process of washing the DCM solvent with DI water was repeated 

twice; undertaking three total washes is able to relinquish the DMF and excess 

salts from the organic solvent. 

Small amounts of water within the organic will give it a cloudy appearance; 

the DCM is “wet” in this case.  To absorb these trapped water molecules, to the 

DCM, an equivalent volume of brine (saturated sodium chloride solution) was 

added and mixed.  The brine is able to absorb small amounts of water that may 

be dissolved in the DCM.  After the brine solution has acquired the water from 

the DCM, the organic will appear clear.  After the separation funnel was set in 

place and the solvents achieved separation, the DCM layer was collected and 

the brine layer was discarded as waste.   

The waste can be neutralized with an equivalent volume of 1 M sodium 

bicarbonate; the DCM solution may be mixed with dried anhydrous magnesium 

sulfate in a beaker to absorb any remaining water from the solution.  The 

magnesium sulfate may be filtered from the DCM solution through a Buchner 

funnel and Whatman® Ashless filter paper and into a round bottom flask. 

The DCM was removed from the round bottom flask using a rotary 

evaporator with settings at 38º C under light vacuum.  The remaining yellow 

(containing salts) to colorless liquid was pipetted from the round bottom flask into 

a scintillation vial for freezer storage at -20º C until desalting. 
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2.3 SPPS of 9-fluorenylmethyloxycarbonyl (Fmoc) Derivatized Amino Acids 

2.3.1 Swelling the Pre-Loaded Resin 
 Pre-loaded cross-linked ethoxylate acrylate resin (CLEAR) acid resin with 

a Fmoc-His(triphenylmethyl-Trt) amino acid was weighed out to contain 0.5 

milliequivalents (mEq) and placed inside the reaction vessel.  Around 10-20 mL 

of DCM were added to swell the resin initially, for 30 min.  Then, 10-20 mL of 

DMF were added to swell the resin; this process was given 12 hr. 

 

2.3.2 Deprotecting the Nα-Terminal of the Pre-Loaded Amino Acid Resin 

The resin was then flow-washed with abundant DMF.  Approximately 5 mL 

solution of 50% v/v piperidine in DMF was added and the reaction vessel was 

shaken for 1 min. The solution was drained and the operation was repeated; this 

guarantees that the Fmoc groups are removed from the N!-terminal groups and 

eliminated.  The remnants of piperidine solution and Fmoc constituents were 

expelled from the reaction vessel by washing with approximately 100 mL DMF. 

 

2.3.3 Activating Fmoc Derivatized Amino Acids 
The required amino acid was weighed out to 2 mmol and placed in a 

scintillation vial.  Separately, 2 mmol of 2-(1H-benzotriazol-1-yl)-1,1,3,3,-

tetramethyluronium hexafluorophosphate (HBTU) or 2-(6-chloro-1-H-

benzotriazole-1-yl)-1,1,3,3-tetramethylaminium hexafluorophosphate (HCTU) 

was added to a scintillation vial.  Dissolution of the HBTU/HCTU was carried out 

in 4 mL of DMF, and this solution was transferred into the scintillation vial 

containing the specific amino acid to activate the amino acid.  After dissolution of 

the in situ and amino acid reagents, 347 µL of the base, N,N-

diisopropylethylamine (DIEA), was added to the solution to quench protons that 

are released into solution during the activation and amino acid addition reactions. 

The 2 mM concentration of amino acid was four-fold in excess to the total sites 
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for coupling present on the resin beads; the supersaturated environment with 

amino acids was to drive the addition reaction to theoretical completion (cf. 

Grant, 2002). 

 

2.3.4 Coupling 
The activated amino acid solution was added to the reaction vessel and 

mixed with the resin beads for a minimum of 20 min.  Only a small amount of 

resin was required to assess the completion of the reaction using ninhydrin 

analysis (Sarin, et al., 1981).  The entire process was repeated; the first DMF 

wash cleared the former amino acid reagents to have a purified system for 

activating the subsequent amino acid required to complete the peptide sequence. 

 

2.3.5 Drying Down the Peptide-Resin 
After the coupling of the final amino acid and the contents washed 

through, the solvent DMF was exchanged for DCM.  The DMF was washed from 

the resin and vessel with ample DCM.  The resin beads were dried carefully 

under inert nitrogen gas (N2) and vacuum draw.  The dried resin was weighed 

and stored in a scintillation vial under -20º C until cleavage.  
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Figure 13. Stepwise Mechanism of SPPS of Linear Peptides. An N!-protected amino acid is 
anchored to the insoluble solid support. The N!-protecting group (A) is selectively removed. The 
next N!-protected amino acid is coupled. The deprotection/coupling are repeated until the 
sequence is generated, and the cleavage frees the peptide and side-chain-protecting groups (B) 
(stable during the repetitive cycles) (Grant, 2002).  
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2.4 Ninhydrin Analysis 

2.4.1 The Reaction 
 After the amount of required time expired for the amino acid coupling 

reaction, a small amount of resin (2-5 mg) was extracted from the reaction vessel 

by a Pasteur pipette and placed in a filter thimble.  The resin was flow washed 

with 50% v/v methanol in DCM and dried under vacuum draw.  The resin was 

transferred into a weighed tarred tubed; the mass was recorded.   

 The tube containing resin and a negative control tube were provided the 

following amounts of the reagents: 2 drops of reagent one (76% w/w phenol in 

ethanol), 4 drops of reagent two (0.2 mM potassium cyanide KCN in pyridine), 

and 2 drops of reagent three (0.28 M ninhydrin in ethanol).  The tubes were 

covered with Parafilm® and placed in a sand bath, regulated at 100º C for 5 min. 

 Immediately, the tubes were removed and diluted with 3 mL of 60% v/v 

ethanol/aq.  The tubes were flash centrifuged for about 20 s to pellet the resin 

particles, in order that the supernatant of the control and test tube could be 

decanted into separate spectrophotometer cuvettes of 1 cm length.  The 

spectrophotometer had been previously zeroed, and the two tubes were tested 

for wavelength absorbance at 570 nm (cf. Sarin, et al., 1981). 

 

2.4.2 The Calculation of Percent Coupling 
 Calculating the Ninhydrin Value (NV) is a qualitative value of the actual 

presence of free $-amino acid that did not effectively react during the coupling 

step.  The absorbance value from the tested tube and the resin mass previously 

recorded are inputted to generate the NV of the present coupling reaction. 

 
   Equation 1: 

!" ! !"#$%"!&!"!"# !""
!"#$%!!"##!!!"!  
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 Calculating the percent coupling yield requires that the NV value 

generated be transferred to Equation 2, and the former Substitution Value (SV) of 

the resin (after each new amino acid is added to the resin, a new theoretical SV 

value is generated by the change in mass from each newly added amino 

acid/reagent) (Kaiser, et al., 1970).  A percent yield of &99.5% was considered a 

successful coupling.  If the test provided an amount below 99.5%, the in situ and 

amino acid reagents were washed out and the coupling reaction repeated under 

the same conditions with new reagents.  Other options included giving the 

reaction more time, or a small aliquot of DIEA (100 'L) was added to drive the 

reaction to completion. 

 
  Equation 2: 

!!!"#$%&'( ! !! !"
!" ! !"" 

2.5 End Capping 
 Certain hydrophobic or sterically hindered segments do not reach a 99.5% 

coupling after multiple attempts (2) to couple the required amino acid.  By 

containing too many free N!-terminals that will generate a deletion byproduct 

upon the next amino acid coupling, these potential peptidic byproducts can be 

permanently removed from subsequent reactions during the remaining duration 

of SPPS.  This strategy can make purification of the target material more 

manageable as it prohibits the formation of byproducts with a higher degree of 

chromatographic homology to the target material. 

 The resin was flow washed with abundant DMF to remove any former 

reagents from the system.  The solvent of 50% v/v N-methylpyrrolidone (NMP) in 

DCM was made to carefully flow wash the resin twice using ~20 mL each time 

(without letting air pass through and dry the resin).  The reagent N-(2-

chlorobenzyloxycarbonyloxy)succinimide (Z[2-Cl]-OSu) was weighed out in a 

scintillation vial to 0.5 mmol and dissolved in 4 mL of the NMP/DCM solvent 

previously prepared to activate the Z(2-Cl)-OSu.  The amount of 347 'L of DIEA 
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was added to the scintillation vial, mixed, and poured into the reaction vessel to 

react for 5 min.  The reagents were then removed by two flow washes of 

approximately 20 mL using the NMP/DCM solvent with care, and then using 

abundant DMF.  The formerly free N!-terminal groups of the peptidyl-resin have 

been terminated in order to allow the next required amino acid to be coupled in 

the correct sequence. 

 

2.6 Deprotecting !-Amino Side-Chain-Protecting Group of Lys19  
 The resin was swelled from a dried state or flow washed with DCM, 

exchanging it for DMF; care was taken to keep air from passing through the 

resin.  A prepared solvent of 1% v/v trifluoroacetic acid (TFA) in DCM was made 

in order to orthogonally deprotect the side-chain-protecting group, 4-Methyltrityl 

(Mtt), of Lys19.  The TFA acidified DCM was also used with care to not allow the 

resin to dry out during flow washing.  An initial amount based on the mass of 

resin (10 mL/g resin) was added to the resin and allowed to shake for 5 min.  The 

resin was flow washed with DCM, and the process was repeated for another 5 

min.  The vessel was again drained and the resin flow washed with DCM.  The 

amount of acidified DCM solvent was added to the resin and shaken for 1 min.  

This process was repeated for 20 min.  The resin was flow washed with 

abundant DCM to remove all TFA and Mtt moieties, indicated by the color 

change from colorless to yellow-green.  The DCM was removed by flow washing 

with abundant DMF to prepare for coupling the LC[azide] to the freely reactive #-

amino group of Lys19 (i.e., that the sequence be created with only one 

orthogonally protected Fmoc-Lys(Mtt)-OH at this position). 

 

2.7 Labeling !-Amino Group of Lys19 with LC[azide] 
 The following method describes labeling 0.5 mM of peptide on resin 

(proportional adjustments were made to label additional syntheses of lesser 

molarity).  A 2 mmol in situ reagent HBTU/HCTU was added to a scintillation vial 
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and dissolved in 4 mL of DMF.  About 0.5 mL (approximately 1.5 mL/g) of 

LC[azide] was measured out and added to the scintillation vial to be activated.  

Subsequently, 347 µL of DIEA was added to the scintillation vial and the contents 

were shaken. The concentration of LC[azide] was in four-fold excess to the total 

sites for coupling present on the resin beads.  The activated LC[azide] solution 

was added to the reaction vessel and mixed with the resin beads for a time of 1-4 

hr.  After satisfying this time, a ninhydrin test was conducted to obtain a percent 

coupling of the linker.  These reagents were flow washed from the system with 

abundant DMF.  The system was then prepared for successive couplings or 

drying down. 

 

2.8 Cleavage for Fmoc SPPS  
 A highly acidic solution combined with a cocktail of reductive agents 

removes the peptidic material from the resin and scavenge the amino acid 

variable chain protecting groups, respectively.  This solution, Reagent K, 

contains 82.5% v/v TFA, 5% v/v DI water, 5% v/v thioanisole, 5% v/v phenol, and 

2.5% v/v 1,2-ethanedithiol (EDT).  Reagent K, at 20-40 mL/g resin, was created 

in an Erlenmeyer flask containing a stir bar.  The resin was carefully added to the 

Erlenmeyer flask, covered with a strip of Parafilm®, and allowed to stir 

moderately for 2 hr at room temperature.   

 The slurry of resin and Reagent K were poured in a glass Buchner funnel 

over a Whatman® filter (No.4) to be separated by vacuum filtration, and the 

supernatant was collected in a fitted pear flask.  An amount of 7.5 – 10 mL of the 

supernatant was distributed equivalently across the necessary number of 50 mL 

Falcon® centrifuge tubes; to each, 40 mL of methyl tert-butyl ether (MTBE), 

chilled by liquid nitrogen were added and mixed well.  The samples were then 

centrifuged at 3000 rpm for 8 min.  The supernatant was dispelled, and the 

peptide pellets were resuspended in MTBE.  The sample tubes were prepared 

and centrifuged again, in the same manner.   
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 The supernatant was discarded again to ensure that the scavenged 

byproducts of the cleavage process were removed from the peptidic material.  

The sample tubes containing the peptide pellets resuspended in 25% v/v acetic 

acid/aq and pooled in a pear flask.  The pear flask was shelled using liquid 

nitrogen and freeze-dried.  The lyophilized peptidic material was removed, 

massed, and stored in a scintillation vial for future purification (cf. Grant, 2002). 

 

2.9 Chemical Oxidation of Thiols Establishing Disulfide Bonds 

 The cleaved crude peptidic material was folded by disulfide bond 

formation in a basic aqueous environment.  A stock oxidation buffer was 

constituted using 2 M urea, 0.1 M sodium chloride, and 0.1 M glycine.  The pH of 

the buffer was adjusted to 7.8 using sodium hydroxide. The mass of peptidic 

material was placed in an Erlenmeyer flask containing a stir bar.  The amount of 

the buffer was poured into the flask to dissolve the peptidic material as a 

concentration of 0.1 mg/mL.  The specific dilution of peptidic material at 0.1 

mg/mL was ideal for target formation, isomer minimization, and solvation.  The 

flask was lightly covered with Parafilm® and was stirred for 18 hr at room 

temperature.  Other oxidation buffers were attempted using 4 M ammonium 

bicarbonate and 4 M ammonium bicarbonate in 50% v/v 1-propanol/aq.  These 

oxidation buffers were allowed to stir for 8 hr at room temperature.  These 

oxidation conditions were observed by reversed-phase high-performance liquid 

chromatography (RP-HPLC) to be less pure. 

 

2.10 Fluorescent Bioconjugation Using the Staudinger Ligation 

 DyLight® 650-phosphine (Thermo Fisher Scientific, Inc.; product No. 

88911; molar mass, 1357.37 Da; form, solid; color, blue) was dissolved in the dry 

water-miscible organic solvent DMF.  The reagent was dissolved in the tube by 

pipetting the solution up and down the tube wall.  After use, the reagent was 

capped with N2 and placed in containment with its original desiccant packet at -
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80º C, to avoid air oxidation (forming an unreactive phosphine oxide).  A 10 mM 

stock solution of the DyLight® 650 reagent was prepared by dissolving 1 mg in 

73.7 'L of DMF.  A 0.2 mM stock of the Hongotoxin analog labeled with 

LC[azide] (HgTX-A19K-LC[azide]) was prepared by dissolving 2.5 mg in 2.78 mL 

of 1X phosphate-buffered saline (PBS).  The phosphine stock solution was 

added to the HgTX-A19K-LC[azide] solution to become a diluted final 

concentration (of DyLight 650-phosphine) at 200 'M.  The final reaction solution 

would have 2% v/v DMF/aq and may be further diluted to 0.5% v/v DMF/aq. after 

the reaction is completed for effective RP-HPLC (cf. Thermo Fisher Scientific 

Inc., 2014b).  The Dylight® reagent and the HgTX-A19K-LC[azide] were in a 1:1 

mole ratio.   

 A total of 56.6 'L of the Dylight® 650 stock solution (0.566 'mol) was 

added to 2.77 mL of HgTX-A19K-LC[azide] stock solution (0.566 'mol); however, 

it was aliquoted into three separate reactions.  Each scintillation vial contained 

924 'L of HgTX-A19K-LC[azide] and 18.9 'L of Dylight® reagent stock solutions 

(keeping with the recommended DMF dilution adjustment mentioned previously).  

Each reaction vial was incubated at 22º C for 24 hr.  The samples were then 

prepared for RP-HPLC to remove the PBS buffer and purify out the labeled 

material. 

 

2.11 Purification by RP-HPLC  

2.11.1 RP-HPLC Columns 
 The type of columns selected for purification was based on the mass of 

the injected material.  A mass of 20-100 mg of material was purified by using a 

large semi-preparatory column (i.e., Vydac® C18, 10 'm, 22 mm i.d. x 250 mm).  

A mass of 5-20 mg of material was purified using a semi-preparatory column 

(i.e., Vydac® C18, 5 'm, 10 mm i.d. x 250 mm); the mass of ~1-5 mg was purified 

using an analytical column (i.e., Vydac® C18, 5 'm, 4.6 mm i.d. x 250 mm).  A 

capillary column (i.e., Phenomenex® C18, 5 'm, 1.00 mm i.d. x 250 mm) was 
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used for purity analysis/comparisons and required only 10-50 'g of material.  For 

purity comparisons of the LC[azide] a Waters® column (i.e., XBridge™ C18, 3.5 

'm, 2.1 mm i.d. x 50 mm) was utilized. 

 

2.11.2 Sample Preparations 
 The density of LC[azide] was undetermined during this project, but its 

dissolution was optimized by experimentation.  The physical state of LC[azide] 

was a liquid at room temperature and hydrophobic based on its alkane chain 

length.  The volume of LC[azide] was diluted in a 1/5 volumetric ratio with solvent 

B (90% v/v acetonitrile (MeCN) in 0.8% v/v TFA/aq.; Sol. B).  The organic mixture 

was diluted to 10% v/v by gradually adding aliquots of solvent A (0.1% v/v 

TFA/aq; Sol. A) while undergoing sonication. 

 Because of hydrophobicity, a minimal amount of Sol. B was added to the 

peptidic material while undergoing sonication. The peptidic organic solution was 

then diluted by an amount of Sol. A to achieve a 5% v/v Sol. B in Sol. A mixture.  

First, constituting the peptides in organic enabled greater dissolution of all 

material than by solvating the material in this previously made mixture or Sol. A 

alone. Samples were filtered through nylon 0.45 'm filters into clean vials/flasks 

and drawn up by experimental syringes.   

 

2.11.3 Sample Loading 
 Samples were manually injected into the inject port of the Waters® 

600E/2695 HPLC system and pumped onto the attached column.  Columns used 

were specific to the concentration of material being injected (Table 2).  The 

injection (i.e., initial) flow conditions of the RP-HPLC (5% v/v Sol B. in Sol. A) 

was pumped a rate specific to the column used (Table 2).  The loaded sample 

was kept at the initial flow conditions for the duration of time necessary for 

absorbance baseline retention to be achieved.  This process allows unbound 

residual salts to elute (i.e., desalting) without offsetting the scale of absorbance. 
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2.11.4 RP-HPLC Gradients 

At 5-65 min, the initial flow conditions (5% v/v Sol B. in Sol. A) undergo a 

1% v/v increase of Sol. B and decrease of Sol. A per min.  Thus, at 65 min the 

flow conditions are at 65% v/v Sol. B in Sol. A.  The next 5 min experience a 3% 

v/v increase of Sol. B and decrease of Sol. A per min, finishing with the following 

5 min period at 80% v/v Sol. B in Sol. A to flush the column.  The final 5 min reset 

the flow conditions back to the initial conditions, in which a 15% v/v increase of 

Sol. A and decrease of Sol. B per min occurs. 

  
Table 2. The Column and Gradient Specifications for RP-HPLC. The gradient method is specific 
to the size of column in use. 

Column Gradient Flow Rate Solvent 

change/min 

Mass 

Limitation 

Large semi-

preparatory C18 

Large semi-prep 

method 

5 mL/min n/a (0-5 min) 

 

1% (5-65 min) 

 

3% (65-70 min) 

 

15% (75-80 min) 

 

20-100 mg 

Semi-preparatory C18 MV method 3 mL/min 5-20 mg 

Analytical C18 Analytical MV 

method 

1 mL/min 1-5 mg 

Capillary C18 LC-MS method 0.1 mL/min 10-100 'g 

 

2.11.5 Sample Collection 
 The purification gradient effluent was collected in 20 mL scintillation vials 

or 1.5/2 mL plastic Eppendorf® vials (depending on the flow rate).  The peaks 

that needed identification were visualized by the Waters® PDA 996 and collected 

with their retention times recorded.  The samples were frozen in liquid nitrogen 

and lyophilized in their collection vials and stored at -20º C. 
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2.11.6 Desalting 
 After oxidation, the solution is filtered (see 2.11.2 Sample Preparations) 

and loaded onto the Waters® 600E/2695 HPLC system.  Large amount of salts 

present in oxidation buffers, etc. are removed by the injection flow conditions 

(see 2.11.3 Sample Loading) while the [peptidic] material remained bound to the 

column.  After the salts were removed, indicated by absorbance baseline 

retention, the [peptidic] material was all removed at once with the column flush 

flow conditions (80% v/v Sol. B in Sol. A) and was collected in a round bottom 

flask.  The solution was shelled in the flask under liquid nitrogen and freeze-

dried.  The lyophilized peptidic material is stored in -20º C for further purifications.  

 

2.12 Electrospray Ionization Mass Spectrometry (ESI-MS) 

2.12.1 Sample Preparation 
 Peptides were reconstituted in the solvents used by the mass 

spectrometer, different than those used for RP-HPLC purification.  Solvent B’ 

(90% v/v MeCN in 0.8% v/v formic acid/aq.; Sol. B’) was added to the samples 

while undergoing sonication. The samples in organic solution were then diluted 

by an equivalent amount of solvent A’ (0.1% v/v formic acid/aq.; Sol. A’) to 

achieve mixture of 50 % v/v Sol. B’ in Sol. A’.  The samples final concentrations 

were made up on average to approximately 1-10 'M.  

 

2.12.2 Sample Injection  
 Sample solutions at approximately 100-500 nM were loaded by a 

Hamilton® syringe into an injection port with a loop reservoir of 20 'L.  The loop 

containing the sample was opened to merge the sample into the main flow line.  

The flow (50 % v/v Sol. B’ in Sol. A’) was pumped at 50 'L/min into the turbo 

spray ionizer of the PE Sciex API 3000 LC/MS/MS while monitoring the data 

acquisitioning with Analyst® 1.4.1 software.  At times, varying the initial 
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concentration above was necessary to achieve the optimal sample ionization 

profiles.  
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CHAPTER 3 

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

3.1 Synthesis of LC[azide]  
 The LC[azide], required to establish the chemical bridge between HgTX-

A19K and the fluorophore, was synthesized by the SN2 (substitution nucleophilic 

bimolecular) reaction mechanism (Figure 14).  The product formed rapidly 

because the nucleophilic substitution reaction occurred at a 1º carbon.  The 

excess concentration of the strong nucleophile (N3
-) to the electrophile was able 

to exacerbate the formation of the product.  The SN2 reaction was utilized 

because no enantiomers would be formed (Smith, 2008).  Choosing the correct 

molecule to derive avoided the need of purifying two target isomers.   

 It was initially noted that the excess of sodium azide in minimal 

concentrations of DMF did not dissolve completely, yet the spontaneous reaction 

still occurred.  The attempt to improve dissolving this molarity of sodium azide by 

refluxing at 40-60º C had no effect upon its solvation.  Extending the duration of 

the reaction from 8, 18, and 24 hr appeared to have little affect, if any, on altering 

the amount of product formed.  As the density of 6-azidohexanoic acid is still 

unpublished (cf. Merck KGaA©, 2014), it was not possible to report the actual 

yield of LC[azide] under these conditions.  However, by RP-HLPC comparisons, 

the synthesized material’s concentration was approximated by using the known 

concentration of a commercially available sample from Novabiochem® (cf. Merck 

KGaA©, 2014).  This approximated density was incorporated into SPPS as a 

valuable estimate to the concentration needed for labeling HgTX-A19K.  
 

Na
+
N3
-

O

OH
Br+

O

OH
N3 Na

+
Br
-+
 

Figure 14. The Substitution Reaction Equation of Sodium Azide with 6-Bromohexanoic Acid to 
Produce LC[azide] and Sodium Bromide. 
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3.2 Purification and Identification of LC[azide] 
 The efficiency of the spontaneous reaction to go to completion was further 

emphasized with the initial product purity reaching &98%, which demonstrated to 

be competitive to chemical laboratories’ productions (cf. ChemPep Inc., 2012).  

We can accept the hypothesis that LC[azide] can be experimentally produced, 

purified, and stored using the preposed materials and methodology; Figures 15 

and 16 present the identification of its production. 

 The RP-HPLC profiles presented were obtained by an XBridge™ C18 

column refines sample screening in under 20 min rather than the capillary 

column requiring a 80 min cycle.  Using the capillary C18 columns had shown by 

its RP-HPLC chromatogram that as LC[azide] released into the mobile phase, 

slight binding interactions with the column continued.  This visually produced a 

peak with a lagging trail.  By using the lesser in length XBridge™ column, the 

eluting organic solvent/product had less surface contact to the column beads by 

comparison.  Thus, the lesser amount of binding interaction to the column 

produced better resolution of the product peak.  Ultimately, using a column with 

smaller hydrocarbon length (e.g., C4) is necessary to extinguish any rebinding of 

the product in the mobile phase to the stationary phase.  

 
Figure 15. The ESI-MS Data of the Synthesized LC[azide]. The observed m/z of the [M-1H]1- was 
156.0 scanning in negative mode ESI-MS. 
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Figure 16. Comparative XBridge™ RP-HPLC Chromatograms of Synthesized LC[azide], 
Reagents, and Commercially Available LC[azide]. The synthesized LC[azide] eluted at 3.7 min 
with a purity of 98.3% (A) and aligns to the commercially available LC[azide] with a purity of 
98.1% (B). To the evidence of its synthesis, it misaligns to its reagents eluting at 0.3 min with a 
purity of 88% and 4.6 min with a purity of 95% (C). 

 

3.3 Synthesis of HgTX-A19K and its LC[azide] Labeling  
 The linear synthesis of HgTX-A19K was first required to reveal the ability 

and quality of producing the single mutant analog before further engineering the 

template.  By folding the positive control, the oxidation method would be 

reviewed by RP-HPLC for the production of isomers with the value of gaining the 

visual representation of a general column retention time of the structure and 

impurities.  These processes would serve as the evidence that HgTX could be 

mutated to provide for the other chemical modifications necessary for the probe’s 

creation. 

 The sequence from the C-terminal begins on the resin and is built to the 

N-terminal of the peptide; thus, the HgTX-A19K began with a preloaded Fmoc-

His(Trt)-CLEAR-acid resin.  This amino acid remains a difficult amino acid to load 

(SV = 0.25 mEq/g) with comparison to various preloaded CLEAR resins (cf. 

Peptides International, 2013).  Another difficulty with histidine is its tendency to 

undergo an unfavored abiotic racemization of the imidazole ring (Mergler, et al., 

2001).  It is possible that the racemization not only causes a loss in potential 
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target production but also in biological activity, as seen within other unavoidable 

amino acid modifications (e.g., methionine) from handing and air exposure 

(Houghten & Li, 1978). 

 The subsequent amino acid coupled was proline; an amino acid that does 

not react to the ninhydrin reagents.  The beginning of the synthesis is a crucial 

stage to avoid deletion impurities occupying available sites of the resin.  As it was 

not possible to measure quality control of the initial coupling, proline was always 

double coupled. 

 The synthesis of HgTX-A19K was challenging; as shown in Figure 18, 

65% of the sequence required multiple couplings and for longer periods (80 min).  

The molar excess was increased to eight fold after the fourth coupling reaction, 

which seemed to shorten the coupling time, yet 60 hr were required to complete 

the peptide.  The difficulty of extending these longer peptide chains seems to be 

due to how the growing hydrophobic chains aggregate and restrict the access to 

the free N!-terminals.  Overall, as peptide elongation increases, the accumulation 

of errors increases, lowering the final product yield (White & Chan, 2000). 

 The target and mass were identified from a small amount of cleaved resin 

(50 mg) before labeling the peptide with LC[azide].  The estimated four-fold 

excess of LC[azide] was able to sufficiently label its target site in the initial 

attempt (Figure 18), and the target HgTX-A19K-LC[azide] was positively 

identified by RP-HPLC and ESI-MS (Figures 24 and 25).  The template was able 

to be constructed in this manner, but to generate the results of the method with 

the greatest yield, investigating if coupling LC[azide] to the peptide sequence 

before it was completed would increase the synthetic yield and quality was 

required. 
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Figure 17. Steps to the Production of the Hongotoxin (A) and the Iberiotoxin (B) Probes.  Shown 
are the sequential modifications of the precursors to build the final target materials.  The legend 
describes when the differential routes of synthesis undertaken. Figures are referenced. 

A. Fluorophore Production (HgTX) B. Fluorophore Production (IbTX) 
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Figure 18. Percent Couplings of the SPPS of HgTX-A19K-LC[azide]. The couplings occurred in order from left to right (C- to N-terminus). The 
LC[azide] was the final substituent to be coupled, but it was attached to an integral lysine (underlined), not the N-terminal threonine. 
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3.4 Labeling the Partial Sequence of HgTX-A19K Containing Amino Acids 

19-39 ([19-39]HgTX-A19K) with LC[azide] 

 The SPPS of HgTX-A19K the analog was initiated from the C- to N-

terminal direction, however, amino acid couplings were paused upon reaching 

the 19th position, the target site for LC[azide] coupling, Fmoc-Lys(Mtt) (by the 

convention of numbering from the N- to C-terminal).  This incomplete peptide 

sequence then underwent the linker labeling procedures to illustrate that the 

removal of the Mtt side-chain-protecting group would expose a free amine for 

coupling LC[azide] at this stage in the peptide’s synthesis, the percent couplings 

for attaching LC[azide] and the remaining amino acids of the sequence would be 

higher per reaction, correlated to removing the bulky aromatic Mtt group for a 

narrow aliphatic group, and this strategy would yield more target material than 

labeling the completed sequence with LC[azide]. 

 This peptide segment was exposed to 1% v/v TFA in DCM (see 2.6 

Deprotecting !-Amino Side-Chain-Protecting Group of Lys19), and the positive 

solvent color change occurred indicating that Mtt group was being removed.  The 

LC[azide] was then coupled to this terminal amino acid’s unprotected !-amino 

group, which passed on the second coupling attempt.  The remaining amino 

acids were coupled to finish the sequence, but the target material was not 

identified in the RP-HPLC fractionations (Figure 19) of the synthetic material by 

ESI-MS (Figure 20).  
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Figure 19. Capillary RP-HPLC Chromatogram of HgTX-A19K-LC[azide] Labeled as [19-
39]HgTX-A19K. The chromatogram displays the finalized peptide after cleavage, eluting at 42.7 
min. 

    
Figure 20. The ESI-MS Data of the SPPS of HgTX-A19K-LC[azide] Labeled as [19-39]HgTX-
A19K. The observed dominant m/z were a possible [M+8H]8+ of 513.9 and the [M+7H]7+ of 641.7. 
The theoretical m/z  for the [M+8H]8+ and the [M+7H]7+ of 553.5 and 632.5, respectively, were not 
found in positive mode. 

 

3.5 Labeling the Partial Sequence of HgTX-A19K Containing Amino Acids 

17-39 ([17-39]HgTX-A19K) with LC[azide] 

 The reaction conditions were evaluated to determine how the labeling 

procedure of the [19-39]HgTX-A19K sequence was unsuccessful to create the 

target product.  First, the LC[azide] sample was known to have still had Na+ and 
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bromide (Br-) present during the its coupling to [19-39]HgTX-A19K.  Though 

these ions did not affect labeling the completed peptide sequence, it was 

speculated that they had interfered because the target site was at the terminal 

position of the peptide chain.  It could be possible that in this case the proximity 

of the N!- and N"-terminal-protecting groups of Lys19 (i.e., Fmoc and Mtt, 

respectively), interacting with Br- and LC[azide], were able to have activated and 

stabilized a cyclized byproduct.  After coupling LC[azide], the resin repeatedly 

tested negatively for ninhydrin reactivity (with repeated attempts to treat the 

peptide with piperidine) and no reactivity to coupling successive amino acids.   

 To avoid this scenario, an investigation to modify the synthesis conditions 

was undertaken.  The method was slightly modified so that the peptide sequence 

was extended by two amino acids to move the Fmoc Nα-terminal-protecting 

group downstream of the targeted ε-amino group during the LC[azide] coupling.  

This would relocate the former relative positions the reaction site and the Nα-

terminal that would now be too distant from one another to form an intracyclic 

bond.  The LC[azide] stock had also been desalted prior to labeling this test 

sequence to remove the salt impurities.   

 It was determined that the expected Fmoc N!-terminally protected [19-

39]HgTX-A19K was present on the resin prior to extending the sequence 

(Figures 21 and 22).  The first amino acid that was coupled to [19-39]HgTX-A19K 

initially had the insufficient yield that was characteristic of the coupling to a Mtt-

protected lysine, but it passed on the second attempt.  The second amino acid 

took two attempts to achieve a passing status.  The partial sequence containing 

the amino acids 17-39 of the analog of Hongotoxin labeled with LC[azide] ([17-

39]HgTX-A19K-LC[azide]) and 6-aminohexanoic acid (LC) ([17-39]HgTX-A19K-

LC) were confirmed to have been synthesized (Figures 21 and 22).  It was 

confirmed that the Fmoc N!-terminal-protecting group was successfully removed 

to form the target product [17-39]HgTX-A19K-LC[azide] (Figures 21 and 22).  

These test had proven that the incomplete sequence of [17-39]HgTX-A19K could 

be labeled with different aliphatic functional chemistries.  Thus, finalizing [17-
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39]HgTX-A19K-LC[azide] the HgTX-A19K-LC[azide] was possible for comparing 

the LC[azide] labeling methods to reveal its influence on the synthetic quality and 

yield. 

 

 
Figure 21. Comparative Capillary RP-HPLC Chromatograms of Labeling [17-39]HgTX-A19K with 
Different Linkers. The [17-39]HgTx-A19K-LC[azide] eluted as the dominant peak at 37.7 min (A); 
[17-39]HgTX-A19K-LC eluted at 30.7 min (B); negative controls Fmoc N!-terminally protected 
[17-39]HgTX-A19K-LC[azide] eluting at 49.0 min (C) and Fmoc N!-terminally protected [19-
39]HgTX-A19K eluting at 42.7 min (D) were left with their Fmoc groups attached to show that the 
targeted material in (A) could be N!-terminally deprotected. 

 
Figure 22. The ESI-MS data of [17-39]HgTX-A19K Labeled with Different Functional Linkers. The 
observed m/z of [17-39]HgTX-A19K-LC[azide] are the [M+5H]5+ of 543.4 and the [M+4H]4+ of 
678.9 (A). The observed m/z of [17-39]HgTX-A19K-LC are the [M+5H]5+ of 538.4 and the 
[M+4H]4+ of 672.3 (B). The observed m/z of Fmoc N!-terminally protected [17-39]HgTx-A19K-
LC[azide] are the [M+5H]5+ of 587.8 and the [M+4H]4+ of 734.3 (C). The observed m/z of Fmoc 
N!-terminally protected [19-39]HgTx-A19K are the [M+5H]5+ of 513.9 and the [M+4H]4+ of 641.7 
(D). 
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3.6 Completing [17-39]HgTX-A19K-LC[azide] Sequence in SPPS 

 The bulk synthesis of [19-39]HgTX-A19K to [17-39]HgTX-A19K-LC[azide] 

was undertaken and successfully finalized to form of HgTX-A19K-LC[azide].  

Finishing the sequence from Fmoc N!-terminally protected [17-39]HgTX-A19K-

LC[azide] was done using four fold excess of the required reagents to achieve 

similar percent couplings (Figure 23) as the former synthesis labeled after 

completion (Figure 18).  Therefore, with the exchange of the Mtt protecting group 

for the azide linker the reactions required only half the concentration of reagents 

to produce the final peptide sequence; creating the probe in this method was 

undertaken using less time and wasted less resources.
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Figure 23. Percent Couplings of Second SPPS of HgTX-A19K-LC[azide]. The couplings occurred in order from left to right (C- to N-terminus). The 
LC[azide] was attached to an integral lysine (underlined), not the N-terminal cysteine. 
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3.7 Comparison of the Yield and Quality of the SPPS Undertakings for 

HgTX-A19K-LC[azide] 

 Both directions to synthesize the HgTX-A19K-LC[azide] were able to 

successfully create the product as shown by the identical retention time of RP-

HPLC (Figure 24) and the comparable mass averages by ESI-MS (Figure 25).  

The strategy labeling the partial sequence produced 44% more crude synthetic 

material than complete the sequence prior to labeling (Table 3).  Removing the 

Mtt group for coupling LC[azide] may function to allow resin terminal sites to 

remain more accessible by lessening hydrophobic interactions for the remaining 

task of completing the synthesis.  There still seems to be more of impurities 

present in the method of labeling the partial sequence at 36 min; its presence 

lowers the overall percentage of target material represented from the crude 

synthetic material when compared to the alternative labeling strategy of 

completing the sequence synthesis, then labeling it (Figure 24).  Yet, labeling the 

partial sequence with LC[azide] prior to finishing the synthesis, allows a 25% 

increase in the target material (Table 3).  Undertaking SPPS within a controlled 

inert atmosphere (e.g., under argon gas) may be beneficial to reducing byproduct 

formation by limiting any preexistent moisture as successive coupling cycles take 

place.   
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Figure 24. Comparative RP-HPLC of HgTX-A19K-LC[azide] Labeled formerly with LC[azide] as a 
Partial and Completed Sequence.  The completed sequence labeled eluted at 40.6 min (A). The 
partial sequence [17-39]HgTX-A19K labeled and subsequently finished in SPPS eluted at 40.5 
min (B). The qualitative analyses of purity were 10% and 7.8%, respectively, for the SPPS 
strategies. 

 

Figure 25. The ESI-MS Data of HgTX-A19K-LC[azide] Labeled with LC[azide] as a Partial and 
Completed Sequence. The observed m/z of the partial sequence [17-39]HgTX-A19K labeled and 
subsequently completed are the [M+7H]7+ of 632.7 and the [M+6H]6+ of 737.9 (A). The observed 
m/z of the completed sequence labeled were the [M+7H]7+ of 632.5 and the [M+6H]6+ of 737.3 
(B).
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Table 3. Comparative Yields of HgTX-A19K-LC[azide] Labeled with LC[azide] Differentially. The 
completed sequence HgTX-A19K was labeled, and the partial sequence [17-39]HgTX-A19K was 
labeled prior to finishing its sequence. 

Labeled target 

peptide 

characteristics 

Final 

target 

mass (Da) 

Theoretical 

mmol of 

target 

Crude 

peptidic 

material (mg) 

Target peak 

area 

integration 

Approximated 

purified 

percent yield 

Completed 

sequence, 

then labeling 

4420.2 

(reduced) 
0.015 6.0 10.0% 0.9% 

Partial 

Sequence, 

labeling, then 

continuation 

of synthesis 

4420.2 

(reduced) 
0.1125 80.0 7.8% 1.25% 

 

3.8 Azide Stability during SPPS and Purification 

 The dominant impurities from both methods that achieve the final target 

material (35-36 min) may be the result of azide reduction (Figure 24).  Figures 21 

and 26 have shown that [17-39]HgTX-A19K-LC[azide] formed a byproduct with 

the identical retention time as [17-39]HgTX-A19K-LC, and the masses were 

revealed to be identical (Figure 27).  Azide reduction had occurred but the 

mechanism is inconclusive, in this case, to whether it occurred during SPPS or 

cleavage conditions. 

 The formation of the aza-ylide takes place with a chemo selective 

nucleophile not present in Fmoc SPPS conditions, and its exposure to water 

hydrolyzes the structure to the corresponding amine (Staudinger & Meyer, 1919).  

If the formation of an aza-ylide had occurred with an organic chemical substitute 

for a tertiary phosphine, it has not been yet observed during SPPS.  

 Nevertheless, the more plausible explanation for azide reduction occurs 

during the cleavage from the solid support.  Including thio-scavengers is an 
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option to remove and scavenge the protecting groups of thiols.  Literature shows 

chemo selective methods that prepare amines from azides (Corey, et al., 1975); 

Handlon & Oppenheimer, 1988; Köhn & Breinbauer, 2004; Lundquist IV & 

Pelletier, 2001; Staros, et al., 1978); more applicably, cleavage cocktails have 

this ability (Schneggenburger, et al., 2010).  The variation in the concentration of 

thio-scavengers per cleavage cocktail may be responsible for the fluctuation of 

the possible reduced azide impurity (Figure 24).  Literature shows that aliphatic 

and aromatic azides are prone to rapid reduction using different thio-scavengers, 

EDT and dithiothreitol (DTT), respectively (Schneggenburger, et al., 2010; 

Staros, et al., 1978).  In the case of this cleavage condition, the classic route 

used EDT and thioanisole as thio-scavengers; both of which had more success 

removing thiol protecting groups than previous attempts using triisopropylsilane 

(TIS) and thioanisole.  A substitute for EDT is p-cresol, but it interferes with 

purification of structurally homologous toxins, substantially (Bednarek, et al., 

1994).  It is evident that the EDT/thioanisole mixture of thio-scavengers may be 

potentially responsible for the 22% loss of material, and modifying the cleavage 

cocktail may provide greater yield.  Exchanging EDT for other thiol compounds 

such as DTT (Schneggenburger, et al., 2010) and removing the amount of 

reductive thiol compounds present (e.g., exchanging TIS for thioanisole) may be 

the better option to recover aliphatic integral azide containing peptides.!! !
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Figure 26. Comparative RP-HPLC of Azide Reduction During Cleavage and 5-Day Exposure to 
40% v/v Sol. B (aq.) at Room Temperature. The crude sample of [17-39]HgTX-A19K-LC[azide] 
eluting at 38.4 min is included (A) to indicate that [17-39]HgTX-A19K-LC[azide] has been purified 
(C), and the pure form is stable after handling and exposure at 23º C (D) as both eluted at 38.5 
min. The retention time of the [17-39]HgTX-A19K-LC form (B) matches the byproduct of azide 
reduction occurring during the cleavage of [17-39]HgTX-A19K-LC[azide] (A), both eluting at 33.2 
min. 

 
Figure 27. The ESI-MS Data of Azide Reduction During Cleavage and Stability in 
Purification/Handling. The observed m/z of [17-39]HgTX-A19K-LC are the [M+5H]5+ of 538.4 and 
the [M+4H]4+ of 672.3 (A). These m/z were also found of the byproduct eluting at 33.2 minutes of 
the [17-39]HgTX-A19K-LC[azide] sample observed at 538.2 and 672.4 (B). After [17-39]HgTX-
A19K-LC[azide] was dissolved in 40% v/v Sol. B (aq.) for five days at room temperature, the 
observed m/z were the [M+5H]5+ of 543.3 and the [M+4H]4+ of 678.5 (C). 
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3.9 Resolutions to the Failure of Labeling [19-39]HgTX-A19K with LC[azide] 

The linker labeling process of [19-39]HgTX-A19K was reattempted; 

however, the linker reagent had been desalted.  The same resin was used, that 

had been successful in extending, labeling [17-39]HgTX-A19K, and finishing the 

sequence’s synthesis.  The resin containing Fmoc N!-terminally protected [19-

39]HgTX-A19K[Mtt] was treated with 1% v/v TFA in DCM to remove the Mtt 

groups from the N"-terminal group of the (terminal) Lys19, and the desalted 

LC[azide] was allowed to couple to these free amines for 4 hr.  The RP-HPLC 

(Figure 28) and ESI-MS data (Figure 29) revealed that the test synthesis of the 

partial sequence containing amino acids 19-39 of the Hongotoxin analog labeled 

with 6-azidohexanoic acid ([19-39]HgTX-A19K-LC[azide]) had been successful, 

and the peptide sequence would be able to undergo further amino acid couplings 

shown by the removal of the Fmoc N!-terminal-protecting group. 

 
Figure 28. Comparative Capillary RP-HPLC Chromatograms of the Successful Resolution of 
Labeling [19-39]HgTX-A19K with LC[azide]. The inactive byproduct of labeling [19-39]HgTX-
A19K with non-desalted LC[azide] eluted at 42.7 min (A). The control, Fmoc N!-terminally 
protected [19-39]HgTX-A19K, eluted at 42.7 min (B). The successful synthesis of N!-terminally 
protected [19-39]HgTX-A19K-LC[azide] eluted at 52.9 min (C), and the successful removal of the 
Fmoc N!-terminal-protecting group and LC[azide] labeling formed [19-39]HgTX-A19K-LC[azide] 
eluting at 38.2 min (D).  
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Figure 29. The ESI-MS Data of the Resolution of Labeling [19-39]HgTX-A19K with LC[azide]. 
The observed m/z of the inactivated byproduct of labeling [19-39]HgTX-A19K with non-desalted 
LC[azide] (A). The observed m/z of Fmoc N!-terminally protected [19-39]HgTX-A19K were the 
[M+5H]5+ of 513.9 and the [M+4H]4+ of 641.7 (B). The observed m/z of [19-39]HgTX-A19K-
LC[azide] were the [M+5H]5+ of 497.5 and the [M+4H]4+ of 621.3, labeled with the desalted 
LC[azide]. 

 

3.10 Labeling with LC[azide] Method Comparisons of Yield 

 During SPPS, each amino acid coupled extends the peptide chain further 

from the resin and becomes the new N-terminal amino acid.  The terminal amino 

acid is most readily able to interact in 3D space within the solvent, with new 

reagents.  It seemed promising to employ this coupling strategy for labeling as 

well.  Figure 30 illustrated that the bringing in reagents to couple at a target site 

of the N-terminal amino acid position provides the greatest purity and yield; while 

Table 4 quantifies that gain to be a five fold increase of target material over 

completing the amino acid sequence in SPPS and then labeling it.  This method 

for SPPS, which modifies amino acids in concatenation, can be a providential 

undertaking for prospective peptide synthetic designs that are difficult to purify 

because of low yields.    
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Figure 30. Comparative Capillary RP-HPLC Chromatograms of HgTX-A19K Sequence 
Segments Labeled with LC[azide]. The full sequence was synthesized then labeled yielding a 
purity of 10.0% at 40.6 min (A). The partial sequence of [17-39]HgTX-A19K was synthesized then 
labeled yielding a purity of 11.4% at 37.7 min (B); and the partial sequence of [19-39]HgTX-A19K, 
was synthesized then labeled yielding a purity of 20.7% at 38.2 min (C). 

 
Figure 31. The ESI-MS Data of HgTX-A19K Fragments Labeled with LC[azide]. The observed 
m/z of HgTX-A19K labeled were the [M+6H]6+ of 737.3 and the [M+5H]5+ of 884.7 (A). The 
observed m/z of [17-39]HgTX-A19K labeled were the [M+5H]5+ of 543.4 and the [M+4H]4+ of 
678.9 (B). The observed m/z of [19-39]HgTX-A19K labeled were the [M+5H]5+ of 497.5 and the 
[M+4H]4+ of 621.3 (C).  
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Table 4. Comparative Synthetic Yields of HgTX-A19K Sequence Segments Labeled with 
LC[azide].  

Labeled target peptide 

characteristics 

Target 

mass 

(Da) 

Theoretical 

mmol 

Crude 

peptidic 

material 

(mg) 

Target 

peak area 

integration 

Approximated 

purified 

percent yield 

HgTX-A19K-LC[azide]  
4420.2 

(reduced) 
0.015 6.0 10.0 % 0.9 % 

[17-39]HgTX-A19K-

LC[azide] 
2711.3 0.011 8.0 11.4 % 3.1 % 

[19-39]HgTX-A19K-

LC[azide] 
2480 0.009 5.4 20.7 % 5.0 % 

 

3.11 Staudinger Ligation 

 The Staudinger Ligation between HgTX-A19K-LC[azide] (Figure 32) was 

tested in a number of variable conditions in which the incubation time, incubation 

temperature, and buffer were modified.  Reagents were adjusted to 5 nmol to 

carry out these reaction condition adjustments in small scale.  The bioconjugation 

reaction was undertaken in PBS, incubated at 37º C and 22º C, both for 4 hr and 

24 hr.  The reaction was also explored in 8 M urea with 100 mM sodium 

phosphate (monobasic) at 37º C for 24 hr.  The ideal reaction condition for this 

project was the selection to incubate the reagents in the PBS buffer at 22º C for 

24 hr for fluorescent labeling the remaining HgTX-A19K-LC[azide] stock. 
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Figure 32. Capillary RP-HPLC Chromatogram of HgTX-A19K-LC[azide] Eluting at 36.7 min.  

 

 The new peptide analog conjugated to DyLight 650 (HgTX-A19K-LC-

Dy650) was purified easily (Figure 33) and retained the blue color, denoted by 

the prosthetic’s appearance.  There was an interesting finding, in that the mass 

addition deduced by the proposed mechanism (cf. Thermo Fisher Scientific Inc., 

2014b) was not the mass addition observed experimentally (Figure 34).  Since 

the company did not disclose to us the full chemical structure in order to 

understand the mass of the leaving group, it was difficult to analyze with our 

utilities whether or not the Staudinger ligation functioned properly, or it was a 

unknown modified prosthetic.  Our best course of action was to repeat the 

bioconjugation reaction using a different azido-peptide sequence to replicate the 

same mass difference of what we observed versus what was released by the 

manufacturers (cf. Thermo Fisher Scientific Inc., 2014b).  
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Figure 33. Capillary RP-HPLC Chromatograms of HgTX-A19K-LC-Dy650 Detected by PDA (A) 
and Scanning Fluorescence (Ex/Em = 646/674 nm) (B) in Tandem. The probe elutes at 37.8 min 
from the column and through the PDA first (A), and the lag observed is due to the travel distance 
to reach the Scanning Fluorescence detector, observed at 38.2 min (B).  

 
Figure 34. The ESI-MS Data of HgTX-A19K-LC-Dy650. The observed m/z of HgTX-A19K-LC-
Dy650 were the [M+6H]6+ of 945.8 and the [M+5H]5+ of 1134.4. 

 

 We have previously had success with engineering IbTX with a linker-biotin 

prosthetic (IbTX-D19K-LC-biotin) to enable a complex with fluorescent 

streptavidin (Bingham, et al., 2006).  This linker modification was crucial to 

allowing the complex to retain bioactivity to bind and visualize BK channels.  

Without the linker, IbTX-D19K-biotin fluorescent streptavidin complex was not 

biologically active (Bergeron, 2007).  It may be that streptavidin sterically 
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hindered the toxin from interfacing with the BK channel vestibule; to amend the 

magnitude of steric interaction faced when using a fluorescent streptavidin 

prosthetic and incorporate a more attractive bioconjugation methodology, IbTX-

D19K[!-azide] had been synthesized.  The IbTX-D19K[!-azide] (Figures 35 and 

36) template was used with the DyLight 650-phosphine prosthetic to create a 

directly labeled fluorescent probe to corroborate the mass difference we 

observed when labeling HgTX-A19K-LC[azide]; it would also be useful to 

undertake a bioactivity assay to gain clearer indication as to whether or not 

directly labeling IbTX is a potential option for probe design. 

 

 
Figure 35. Capillary RP-HPLC Chromatogram of IbTX-D19K[!-azide] Eluting at 36.6 min. 

 
Figure 36. The ESI-MS Data of IbTX-D19K[!-azide]. The observed m/z of IbTX-D19K[!-azide] 
were the [M+5H]5+ of 855.3 and the [M+4H]4+ of 1068.4.  
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 After incubating IbTX-D19K[!-azide] with DyLight 650-phosphine in the 

same conditions as HgTX-A19K-LC[azide], the results were clear (Figures 37 

and 38).  The identical mass shifts had occurred with both peptide conjugations.  

The ESI-MS m/z data inferring the mass of the probes were further corroborated 

using MALDI-TOF analysis (Figure 39), also providing the molecules’ isotopic 

distributions (Figures 40 and 41). 

 
Figure 37. Capillary RP-HPLC Chromatograms of IbTX-D19K-Dy650 Detected by PDA (A) and 
Scanning Fluorescence (Ex/Em = 646/674 nm) (B) in Tandem. The probe elutes at 40.5 min from 
the column and through the PDA first (A), and the lag observed is due to the travel distance to 
reach the Scanning Fluorescence detector, observed at 41.0 min (B).   
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Figure 38. The ESI-MS Data of IbTX-D19K-Dy650. The observed m/z of IbTX-D19K-Dy650 was 
the [M+4H]4+ of 1381.4.  

 
Figure 39. The MALDI-TOF Data of HgTX-A19K-LC-Dy650 (A) and IbTX-D19K-Dy650 (B). The 
observed m/z of HgTX-A19K-LC-Dy650 was the [MH]+ of 5667.1 (A). The observed m/z of IbTX-
D19K-Dy650 was the [MH]+ of 5533.0 (B).   
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Figure 40. The MALDI-TOF Data Providing the Isotopic Distribution of HgTX-A19K-LC-Dy650. 
The observed m/z of HgTX-A19K-LC-Dy650 was the [MH]+ of 5667.1. The result of methionine 
oxidation (addition of an oxygen atom) to the peptide accounts for the observed [MH]+ m/z  of 
5682.0.  
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Figure 41.!The MALDI-TOF Data of IbTX-D19K-Dy650. The observed m/z of IbTX-D19K-Dy650 
was the [MH]+ of 5517.1. The result of methionine oxidation (addition of an oxygen atom) to the 
peptide accounts for the observed [MH]+ m/z of 5533.1. 

 

 We expected the leaving group of the DyLight 650-phosphine to be a 

methoxide (chemical formula, CH3O-; formula mass, 31.04 Da) (Figure 10), as 

stated in the product instructions manual (cf. Thermo Fisher Scientific Inc., 

2014b) and from the influence of the original literature (Saxon & Bertozzi, 2000a).  

This leaving group from the bioconjugation reaction would have given our HgTX-

A19K-LC-Dy650 probe a final mass of 5729.5 Da and our IbTX-D19K-Dy650 

probe a final mass of 5583.3 Da.  Judging by mass analysis, the product we used 

had a phenyl ester as the electrophilic trap, with the final reaction step relieving a 

phenoxide ion (chemical formula, C6H5O-; formula mass, 93.1 Da) into 

solution/living system.  This phenoxide leaving group gives our HgTX-A19K-LC-

Dy650 probe a final mass of 5667.4 Da and our IbTX-D19K-Dy650 probe a final 

mass of 5521.2 Da, and both of these masses were observed in Figures 39 to 
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41.  Knowing this structural modification from the manufacturers would be useful 

to know if future use of these Staudinger ligation prosthetics are planned. 

 Analysis of Figure 39 provides the quality of fluorescent labeling an azido-

linker-peptide template in comparison to an azido-peptide template.  The 

dominant mass of 4242.9 Da is the mass of IbTX-D19K; indicated here is that the 

Staudinger reaction proceeded with the DyLight 650-phosphine and the azido-

peptide forming the aza-ylide, but the hydrolysis of this transition state was 

allowed to occur before the intramolecular cyclization product (Figure 10).  This 

occurrence would have effectively hydrolyzed the DyLight 650-phosphine and the 

azido-peptide into a separated phosphine oxide prosthetic and the corresponding 

amine (from azide reduction) (Saxon & Bertozzi, 2000a).  It may be that the 

DyLight 650-phosphine is too large of a constituent to bring closely into place for 

the reactivity to preform optimally, thus a smaller dye may create better 

parameters for direct peptide labeling.  The reaction kinetics may require a longer 

incubation time than 24 hr.  The reaction may also benefit from creating a molar 

excess of dye to peptide. 

 With regarding the two results, that a phenoxide leaving group may be a 

concerning byproduct for in vivo experimentation (Sigma-Aldrich Co. LLC, 2014b) 

and the large mass of the fluorescent dye, there are other bioorthogonal 

prothestics that are “click” reactions with azides (Jewett & Bertozzi, 2010).  

Specifically the dyes, that retain a cyclooctyne and react with azides in the strain-

promoted [3 + 2] cycloaddition, do not produced byproducts (leaving groups) 

during their chemical reaction (Agard, et al., 2004) and react with much faster 

kinetics than the phosphine dyes in the Staudinger ligation (Agard, et al., 2006).  

These cyclooctynes are the more recent class of “click” reagents to be 

implemented in vivo in projects to visualize and traffic cellular membrane-

associated glycans in mature mice (Baskin, et al., 2007) and developing zebra 

fish (Laughlin, et al., 2008).  There are produced in smaller molecular weights at 

a fraction of the cost of DyLight phosphine dyes (Sigma-Aldrich Co. LLC, 2014a).  

These refinements have increased the efficacy of “click” azide reactive 
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prosthetics for in vivo bioorthogonal targeting, visualization, and therapeutic 

applications; they capture our attention and interest as very few chemically 

selective reactions are biocompatible. 

 

3.12 Conclusions 

We first demonstrated that we were able to create a functional azido-linker 

with common reagents.  That azido-linker was able to be added within our 

peptide template (HgTX-A19K) by an orthogonal SPPS scheme.  It was observed 

that by attaching the linker to the peptide template at different precursor lengths, 

the yield could be modified; the scheme in which the attachment site of the linker 

was the terminal amino acid of the peptide precursor had the greatest yield and 

quality of synthesis.  This strategy, which attaches the linker to the peptide 

precursor and then completes the sequence, was demonstrated to be the better 

yielding method than attaching the linker to the full sequence.  Ultimately, the 

azido-linker-peptide was able to undergo bioconjugation by fluorescently labeling 

it with an azide-reactive phosphine fluorescent prosthetic. 

Secondly, we have demonstrated that we could fluorescently label an 

azido-peptide (IbTX) created by means of incorporating an unnatural azido-

amino acid during its SPPS.  It is concluded that the purity and recovery of azido-

peptides will be greater using a previously modified and purified azido-amino acid 

(e.g., azido-linker-amino acid) than by coupling an azide constituent (linker) onto 

the amino acid during SPPS.  This approach avoids the need to expose the 

peptidyl-resin components to a deprotecting agent.  

The reaction of DyLight 650-phosphine with a azido-linker-peptide is more 

efficient than with, a azido-peptide due to the linker extending the reactive azide 

group 15 Å further from the peptide backbone than azido-peptide structure.  We 

have demonstrated the usefulness and importance of creating and using an 

extended linker for achieving better probe yields and potentially its bioactivity, 

and that manufacturers have not created amino acid-linker reagents.  
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The reaction mechanism of these fluorescent phosphine prosthetics with 

azide-reagents needs to be elucidated in use with globular peptides, but the 

reaction characteristics reveal the same mass shifts using two different azido-

peptides, thus the functional groups (of azide and phosphine) interact identically 

regardless of the azido-peptide structure in use.  By mass analysis it seems that 

the leaving group of the prosthetic has been modified, but this does not have any 

negative affect hindering the conjugation between the peptide and prosthetic. 

Overall, we have created two potential templates for biologically active 

probes for the BK and Kv1.3 channels.  The IbTX-D19K-Dy650 will be able to 

compare or contrast the past observations that have shown a larger directly 

labeled IbTX probe was not able to confer biological activity.  The Hongotoxin 

probe may also demonstrate that a probe containing a linker to its fluorescent 

prosthetic is crucial to remove any steric hindrance of the toxin and Kv1.3 

channel vestibule. 

 

3.13 Future Work: 

The probes need to be assessed for biological activity.  This will confer 

that the structure has been synthesized, folded, and labeled in the theoretical 

fashion.  If biological activity is not present in any one of the probes, the probe 

can be sent out for amino acid analysis to determine what the monomeric units of 

the sequence are present and investigate impurities that may be affecting 

biological activity.  Problems affecting biological activity may include: folding 

errors, frame shifting by addition/deletion amino acid byproducts, racemization of 

crucial amino acids, cyclization, etc.  This project gives direction to synthesizing 

and stocking amino acid-linker reagents (i.e., Lysine-LC[azide]), which is 

beneficial to have for SPPS.  Linear and Cyclic peptides can be constructed 

using this reasoning, which can be effective traceable peptide probes for 

trafficking protein translocation, endocytosis, absorption, distribution, metabolism, 

and excretion.   
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APPENDIX 

A. In Situ Reagents for Fmoc SPPS 
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Figure 42. The HBTU Used to Restrict Racemization During Amino Acid Coupling.  It is shown in 
the tetramethyluronium salt form (not shown is the guanidinium N-oxide salt form). 
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Figure 43. The HCTU Used to Restrict Racemization During Amino Acid Coupling.  It is shown in 
the guanidinium N-oxide salt form (not shown is the tetramethyluronium salt form). 
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B. Side-Chain-Derivatizing Groups Compatible with Fmoc SPPS 

Table 5. Amino Acid Protection for Fmoc SPPS. 

Nα-terminal-protecting group 

Protected 

functional 

group 

Protected amino 

acid derivatives 
Stability Removal 

9-Fluorenylmethyloxycarbonyl 

O

O

R

 

amino Fmoc-“Any” TFA piperidine 

Side-chain-protecting group 

Protected 

functional 

group 

Protected amino 

acid derivatives 
Stability Removal 

tert-Butyl 

CH3

CH3

CH3

R

 

carboxyl, 

hydroxyl 

Asp/Glu(OtBu) 

Ser/Thr/Tyr(tBu) 
base TFA 

tert-Butyloxycarbonyl 

CH3

CH3CH3

O

O

R

 

amino Lys/Trp(Boc) base TFA 
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Table 5. (Continued) Amino Acid Protection for Fmoc SPPS. 
4-Methyltrityl 

RCH3

 
 

amino Lys(Mtt) piperidine dilute TFA 

2,2,4,6,7-

Pentamethyldihydrobenzofuran-5-

sulfonyl 

O
CH3

CH3
CH3

CH3

CH3 S
O

O
R

 
 

guanidino Arg(Pbf) piperidine TFA 

Triphenylmethyl 

R

 

imidazole, 

thiol, 

amide, 

His(Trt) 

Cys(Trt) 

Asn/Gln(Trt) 

piperidine TFA 
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C. Print of Conotoxins in Manual of Security Sensitive Microbes and Toxins 
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